‘C’ level essay – an adequate example: Score = 3

When everyone feels happy, they hug with their family, relatives, and friends. But, in public, teachers cannot touch any part of students. It is nonsense. Prohibiting any physical contacts with children is definitely wrong.

Around 12 year old is really difficult to control. The author says, “At this age, when boys are in a group, they act like young wolves.” So, they usually stand against the adult. They complain anything done by teachers. But, in other words, it means they complain everything even if anything done by the adult is right. Even if touching is affectionating, they complain about that. So, every touching is not wrong. There is another strong reason not to prohibit touching.

Possibility of child molesters is the reason of prohibiting touching students. Indeed, the child molester is one of the most fearful crime for parents. This is the reason why any touching students can be recognized as child molesters. But actually, child molesters are more domestic crime. The author says, “the fact that most child abuse occurs in the home, committed by relatives or family friends, not at school or in sports leagues.” If child molesters are not happened in public, prohibiting physical contacts does not affect the children. Rather, teachers should help children who are abused in their house by teaching affection through physical contacts.

These are the reason that prohibiting physical contact is not wrong. Every touching is not wrong, and they actually need touching. They should other thing for children rather than prohibiting physical contacts by teachers.